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ABSTRACT
Proactive detection of incidents is required to decrease the cost of security incidents. This paper focusses on the
automatic early detection of suspicious behavior of pickpockets with track-based features in a crowded shopping mall.
Our method consists of several steps: pedestrian tracking, feature computation and pickpocket recognition. This is
challenging because the environment is crowded, people move freely through areas which cannot be covered by a single
camera, because the actual snatch is a subtle action, and because collaboration is complex social behavior. We carried
out an experiment with more than 20 validated pickpocket incidents. We used a top-down approach to translate expert
knowledge in features and rules, and a bottom-up approach to learn discriminating patterns with a classifier. The
classifier was used to separate the pickpockets from normal passers-by who are shopping in the mall. We performed a
cross validation to train and evaluate our system. In this paper, we describe our method, identify the most valuable
features, and analyze the results that were obtained in the experiment. We estimate the quality of these features and the
performance of automatic detection of (collaborating) pickpockets. The results show that many of the pickpockets can be
detected at a low false alarm rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Proactive detection of imminent incidents is required to decrease the cost of security and of security incidents [24]. The
number of surveillance cameras is rapidly increasing to improve security in crowded environments, such as airports,
shopping malls and railway stations. However, the number of human operators remains limited, only a selection of the
video streams can be observed and the effectiveness of predictive behavior indicators is not clear. Automatic early
detection of suspicious behavior in CCTV cameras can help to prevent incidents in a timely manner and handle the huge
amount of data. This paper focusses on the automatic detection of suspicious behavior of collaborating pickpockets,
because this illustrates the predictive value of social behavior indicators.
Threat detection – and pickpocket detection in particular – is a challenging problem for several reasons. The first
challenge is that threats appear in many variations. For example, suspects may work alone or they may work in groups
and they may loiter slowly or move as fast as others. The second challenge is that the environment is crowded, which
may lead to occlusions. The third challenge is that people move freely through the area which cannot be covered by a
single camera, which hinders robust long-term behavior analysis. The fourth challenge is that threats are a high-level
semantic concept, since the threat consists of a complex social interaction between (multiple) suspects and a victim over
a long period. The fifth challenge is that the behavior may be very subtle. In pickpocketing, the actual snatch is hardly
visible and the suspect will try to blend in the crowd. Finally, the sixth challenge is that the number of actual threats is
extremely low in comparison to the huge amount of normal passers-by. To improve the efficiency of human operators, a
system for automatic pickpocket detection shall not create many false alarms.
Our novel contribution is that we present a method that detects pickpockets in a realistic and large collection of normal
passers-by in a crowded shopping mall. Pickpockets demonstrate typical kinds of behavior before, during and after the
actual incident. Examples of this behavior are: following an intended victim, or – in the case of cooperating pickpockets
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– interacting with each other for coordination or for handing over the loot. Our approach focusses on the walking and
interaction patterns with track-based features.
Our method consists of several steps: pedestrian tracking, feature computation and pickpocket recognition. We
performed an experiment with 19 actors that performed in total more than 20 validated pickpocket incidents in a crowded
shopping mall. We used a top-down approach to translate expert knowledge in features and rules, and a bottom-up
approach to learn discriminating patterns with a classifier. The classifier was used to separate the pickpockets from
normal passers-by that are shopping in the mall. We performed a cross validation approach to train and evaluate our
system. In this paper, we describe our method, identify the most valuable features, and analyze the results that were
obtained in the experiment. We estimate the quality of these features, and the performance of automatic detection of
(collaborating) pickpockets.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The method is described in Section 2. The experiments and results are shown in
Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. METHOD
2.1 System overview
The system consists of the following components: pedestrian detection and tracking, track-based feature computation
and pickpocket recognition (see Figure 1). Each of these is described in the following subsections.
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Figure 1: Overview of the method.

2.2 Pedestrian tracking
We have a system that generates detections and tracks in each camera [5][23]. These tracks can be used for multi-camera
tracking and re-identification [1][19][6][27] and further behavior analysis [4]. For each person, typically multiple tracks
are generated due to presence in different cameras and track fragmentation. The tracks contain location information in
world coordinates, and location information in camera coordinates (bounding boxes). In this paper, the obtained worldcoordinate tracks are used to support the track-based feature computation.

2.3 Track-based feature computation
The seven main steps of a pick pocket scenario may include the following [25]: Observing the environment, waiting for
an opportunity, communicating to accomplice, surrounding the victim, snatch something, handing over the loot to an
accomplice, and leaving the scene. Related to this, we defined features related to the walking speed, orientation change,
split and merge interactions. These track-based features were designed based on expert knowledge. The features are
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Track-based features designed with expert knowledge.

Feature label
Max. distance to line BE
Max. orientation change
Max. distance after merge
Max. distance after split
Max. distance before merge
Max. distance before split
Mean speed
Min. max. dist. near crossing
Min. distance to camera
No. persons in 2m
No. persons in 4m and 3s
Speed [0-3] km/h
Speed [0-1] km/h
Kinematics Histogram
Kinematics GMM

Description
Maximum distance of a track to the line from begin to end point
(indication of straightness of the track).
Maximum orientation change of a track
Maximum distance between two tracks after merge
Maximum distance between two tracks after split
Maximum distance between two tracks before merge
Maximum distance between two tracks before split
Average speed of a track
Minimum of the max dist. before and after a crossing of two tracks.
Minimum distance to the camera of a track (for removal of tracks that
are too far away)
Number of persons that is within 2 meters.
Number of persons that is within 4 meters for at least 3 sec.
Duration that the speed is less than 3 km/h of a track
Duration that the speed is between 0 and 1 km/h.
Each track is described by a 2D speed and orientation-change
histogram.
Each track is described by a 2D speed and orientation-change space
clustered by GMM to create a bag of words (BOW) histogram.

2.4 Pickpocket recognition
Several classifiers were used to recognize the pickpockets. All features and their combinations were classified using a
Fisher linear discriminant classifier (LDC) [13], which proved to distinguish the samples best during our experiments.
The only exception is the Kinematics-GMM, for which a random forest (RF) combined with a voting scheme worked
better. In all cases, the support vector machine (SVM) could not be tuned to get better results.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
3.1 Experimental setup at the shopping mall
In the shopping mall, we used the following hardware. We used a camera setup with 20 network cameras of multiple
types, including four AXIS-P1346 cameras with 1920x1080 resolution at 30 frames/sec and many AXIS-211M cameras
with 1280x1024 resolution at 9 frames/sec. A small region was equipped with multiple cameras that are aimed at the
same location and recorded a controlled set of actions in this region [22]. The other cameras are hardly overlapping and
they are used to cover a large region of the shopping mall.
In the experiment, 18 actors were used to become pickpockets and victims. The pickpockets worked several times in a
group of 1, 2 or 3 persons (1, 7, 2 times respectively) and they had 60 minutes to rob multiple victims. The victims
returned in 20 minutes and, in total, these victims went into the shopping mall 30 times. The victims were instructed not
to cause a rumor (even if they noticed the theft) and when passers-by would intervene, they had to step out of their role
and calm the passer-by. In total, more than 20 victims (of the 30) were pickpocketed. Only one victim was attended by
passers-by, but this happened after the pickpocket already left the scene with the loot. During the experiment, we did not
establish a perimeter, so the majority of people are shoppers during both experiments. Therefore, our dataset contains
both suspicious and normal behavior.
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Figure 2: Four examples of pickpocket incidents: (A) Pickpocket P1 steals from victim V before she bumps into P2, (B) P1 steals from
V while P2 is distracting, (C) P1 steals from V and gives the loot to P2 who quickly leaves, (D) P1 steals from V while P2 is
distracting.

3.2 Annotation and separation of train/test data
The total duration of the experiment was 8 hours. Automatic detection and tracking was applied to the video data [5]
resulting in 258.111 tracks. Actors entered the scene multiple times as pickpocket and victim. We identified 19
pickpockets. Each of these pickpockets was annotated by combining the tracks to a ground-truth track for these persons.
In total, this resulted in 1443 pickpocket tracks.
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To assess the performance of the system, we performed leave-one-pickpocket-out cross validation (19 folds). Each test
fold contains one pickpocket person and other tracks of passerby in the same camera where the pickpocket is present are
also added to the test set. Assignment of a camera to the test set was done in segments of 5 minutes. Neighboring
cameras of which the field-of-view may overlap with the cameras in the test set without an annotation of the test person
are excluded from the train and test set. Also other pickpockets that are present in the test fold are ignored. The train set
contains time segments of cameras in which the test-pickpocket is not visible. Note that the test folds are not mutually
exclusive (since pickpockets work in groups and some are present at the same time in the same camera), but that the train
set is correctly separated from the test set.
3.3 Results of pickpocket detection
The results are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, Table 2 and Figure 5.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the ROC curves. Figure 3 shows an ROC curve where the true and false positive rates are
expressed in the percentage of tracks. The figure shows that the methods perform much better than random. Of course,
the pickpockets try to blend in and they are not constantly showing deviant behavior. Therefore, it would be impossible
to perfectly separate all pickpocket tracks from passer-by tracks. Only one detection – or a few detections – for each
pickpocket could be sufficient for an operator to increase the attention for a suspect. Figure 4 shows the true positive rate
as the percentage of pickpocket persons that is detected. The number of detected tracks that is required to recognize a
person can be varied. In this figure, we have chosen a threshold of one detections per pickpocket (left) and five
detections per pickpocket (right). So, in the latter case, the 100% true positive rate can only be reached with at least 5
detections for all 19 pickpockets (= 95 detections). A threshold of 1 detection per pickpocket shows higher ROC curves
(for the methods and for the random curve) than the threshold of 5 detections per pickpocket. Note that the horizontal
axis focusses on the false positive rate until only 6%.

Figure 3: ROC curve with vertically the correctly detected percentage pickpocket tracks.
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Figure 4: ROC curves with vertically the correctly detected percentage pickpocket persons for at least 1 (left) and 5 (right) detected
tracks per pickpocket.

Table 2 shows the performance numbers that are extracted from Figure 3. The value of ‘Sens @ 0.5%’ refers to the true
positive rate at 0.5% false positives and the value of ‘AUC_1%’ refers to the area under the curve in the range from 0 to
1% false positives. The AUC_1% is a percentage that ranges from 0 to 100%. We have chosen the area measure because
its integration results in a more reliable estimate than the sensitivity and we have chosen the range until 1% because we
wish to focus on a working point in this range. The table shows that Kinematics-GMM performs better than other
features (AUC1% = 60%). It performs significantly better than the second best feature combination in the table (at p =
0.0001) and much better than random performance. For 1 detection per pickpocket AUC1% is 88.7% ± 2.4 and the
sensitivity at 0.5% false positives is 95.6 ± 3.5 (numbers not included in the table). We focused on five detections per
pickpocket, because we assumed that the first detection may not be suspicious enough for the operator to recognize the
pickpocket.
Figure 5 shows the probability density functions of the Kinematics-GMM for pickpockets (red) and passer-by (blue).
The figure shows a clear shift in confidences, which allows a separation between the two classes.

Table 2: Performance of the system on persons and on tracks (average ± standard deviation after 12 iterations). The Kinematics GMM
performs best with an AUC_1% of 60% and a sensitivity of 66 at 0.5% false alarms.

Method
Features
Kinematics GMM
Speed [0-1] + Min dist. to cam.
Speed [0-3] + Min dist. to cam.
Speed [0-3] + No. pers. in 4m & 3s
Speed [0-3] + Max orient. change
Speed [0-3]
Kinematics Histogram
Speed [0-1]
Random

Classifier
Random Forest
Fisher LDC
Fisher LDC
Fisher LDC
Fisher LDC
Fisher LDC
Fisher LDC
Fisher LDC
N/A

Sensitivity of pickpocket
(5 det. per pickpocket)
AUC_1% Sens @ 0.5%
60 ± 2
66 ± 3
51 ± 1
60 ± 3
50 ± 1
57 ± 3
49 ± 2
56 ± 4
48 ± 1
55 ± 3
48 ± 1
55 ± 4
47 ± 3
50 ± 4
46 ± 1
51 ± 3
9 ± 0.3
9 ± 0.3
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Sensitivity of tracks
AUC_1%
6.5 ± 0.4
5.0 ± 0.2
5.0 ± 0.2
4.0 ± 0.2
4.3 ± 0.2
4.3 ± 0.2
4.1 ± 0.3
4.0 ± 0.2
0.5 ± 0.2

Sens @ 0.5%
7.2 ± 0.6
5.3 ± 0.3
5.3 ± 0.5
3.9 ± 0.4
4.3 ± 0.3
4.5 ± 0.3
4.5 ± 0.4
3.8 ± 0.4
0.5 ± 0.2

Figure 5: Probability density function of the method Kinematics-GMM, both normalized to an area of 1.0. The blue curve shows
confidence histogram of the passer-by tracks and the red shows the histogram of the pickpockets.

3.4 Analysis and discussion of results
The first point of discussion is related to operational use. We have shown that the system gives a much better
performance than a random selection of tracks. However, the question remains whether it is this sufficient for operational
use. The video-content analysis (VCA) system will only be used if it improves the performance of an operator, e.g., by
making him more effective or more proactive. In order to answer that question, we make an estimate of the number of
true detections and false alarms. We use the result in Table 2 indicating a sensitivity (recall) of 66% at 0.5% false
positives. This operating point contains 1.29K false alarms (0.5% of 258K tracks) and 104 true positive detections (1443
pickpocket tracks with a true positive rate of 7.2%, which is more than 19 pickpockets with 5 detections per pickpocket
and a sensitivity of 66% because some pickpockets received more than 5 detections). On average, this leads to 2.9 alarms
per minute (1.39K positives in 8 hours) and 1 out of 13 detections actually is a pickpocket (104 true positives out of
1.39K positives results in a precision of 7.5%). For a system that requires active interaction with the operator for each
alert (e.g. an alarm that must be switched off), this performance would be insufficient. In that case, the number of alarms
should be much lower. However, when a random selection of cameras is replaced by our system for camera selection
with only a bounding-box overlay that indicates the suspect (a weak alert that may be ignored), it may improve the
performance of the operator, since the number of pickpockets on the spot view is enriched. The current system can be
used if the catching of pickpockets has high priority – or as an improvement for idle operator time – because it only
enriches the camera selection for the operator, but it still assumes a human operator that makes decisions. Better
estimates of increased performance would require additional experiments with a human operator in the loop.
The main features of our system relate to low speed and large orientation change. This is also confirmed by the examples
shown in Figure 6. Typical examples of false positives of the current setup are a loitering group of people and old people
that are walking very slowly (with a walker). The best feature is the Kinematic GMM, which does not reduce all
information to one or two values, but preserves the complete distribution of values over the complete duration of the
track.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a method for the challenging problem of automatic detection of pickpockets. Experiments in
a crowded shopping mall showed that the system can generate five detections on each pickpocket with a sensitivity of
66% at only 0.5% false alarms. For a single detection on each pickpocket, the sensitivity is even higher (95.6% @
0.5FP). The main features of the system are based on speed and orientation change and we observed that it is important
to preserve the complete distribution of features values from a track. In our experiments, this would lead to less than
three false alarms per minute, which could be acceptable to improve camera selection.
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A: Pickpocket, GMM=0.71

B: Pickpocket, GMM=0.79

D: Passer-by, GMM=0.6

C: Passer-by, GMM=0.6

Figure 6: Four examples of tracks with a high confidence score. Note that both the pickpockets (A+B) and the passerby (C+D) contain
fragments with low speed and/or large orientation change.

Future work may include the improvement of threat recognition by combining track-based analysis with other features
(e.g. action recognition for local motion [9][10] or re-identification information for long-term analysis [5][7]) or by
extending it to other forms of complex threatening behavior [2][26][27]. Recently, we started a project in collaboration
with the Royal Marechaussee and Qubit Visual Intelligence at Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport, where we intend to detect
activities such as people falling on the ground and theft of bags amid large crowds. Other work may include the
development and harmonization of multimedia metadata schemes which are suited to represent the output of systems like
this [25].
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